
 Upwork cover letter

Hey 

After reading your job description I have found that you are looking for a writer

who can write your web content or blog content. On the other hand, I have also

found that your required skills are similar to my skills. As a result, I have good

knowledge and experience in (different types of writing skills).

 I am sharing my experience not only to get the working opportunity with you as a

team but also for honesty. As a project owner before signing a contract, you have

to know all about me and my skills. 

If you want to know more about me, my skills and my writing styles then you can

check my profile and portfolios. I have added a few of my completed work in my

profile with links including MS word files. According to my skills, I will try to help

you to complete the tasks within the given time by following your instructions.

After checking all those things if you think I have the capability to help you with

your project then we can chat for a few minutes before starting work because I

have a few questions about the project. Finally, if you have any questions then

you can ask me Via  Upwork without  any hesitation.  I  am always  available  on

Upwork.

Thank you for spending your expensive time on my proposal.

Best Regards

Bivhab Sarker

Hey

Wish you best of luck for your new project. After reading your job description I

have  found that  you  need  help  to  (write  non-fiction business  articles  for  the

cosmetic  medical  elective  industry  regarding  marketing  and  business

management).  Depending on some hidden strategies a well-written article can

promote business, sales, or website traffic. 



Generally, for getting worldwide promotion through the internet it is important

for  a writer  having the knowledge about SEO content creation strategy,  using

proper headings or subheadings including keywords, etc. Now in this competitive

world,  well  research is  another essential  things to create original  SEO friendly

article and more we will discuss when we make conversation.

I  have  the  skills  as  your  requirements.  As  a  project  owner  before  signing  a

contract, you need to know my knowledge about the work. For this reason, I have

included all the information about writing.

If you want to know more about me, my skills and my writing styles then you can

check my profile and portfolios. Considering our skills,  I  will  try to help you to

complete the work.

https://www.upwork.com/o/profiles/users/_~01d99355a96a475025/

https://thesmartlad.com/combat-boots-for-women/

After checking all those things if you think I have the capability to help you with

your project then we can discuss more details about the project for a few minutes

before starting work because I have a few questions about the project. Finally, if

you have any questions then you can ask me Via Upwork message or call without

any hesitation. I am always available on Upwork.

Thank you for spending your expensive time on my proposal.

Best Regards

Bivhab Sarker

https://www.upwork.com/o/profiles/users/_~01d99355a96a475025/
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